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ABSTRACT
This article describes a jointly planned and jointly

evaluated course offered through Washington State University General
Extension. The purpose of the course was to improve instruction in
elementary classrooms through use of competency-based training
materials (Minicourses) from the Far'West Laboratory for Educational
Fesearch and Development. The Minicourse used, entitled "Minicourse
I, Effective Questioning: Elementary Level," was designed to improve

y

the questioning and discussion skills of primary and intermediate
grade teachers. Each instructional lesson consisted of the following:
(a) the teacher reading handbook material; (b) the teacher viewing
instructional film and completing handbook quiz; (c) the teacher
viewing a model lesson film, identifying target behaviors, and
recording these on a form in the handbook; (d) the teacher preparing
and conducting a 10-minute microteaching lesson with a small group of
pupils from her own class (this is video recorded and replayed
twice) ; and (e) the teacher reviewing the third replay of the reteach
lesson with a colleague. Evaluation of the Minicourse program was
undertaken by a comparison of pre- and post-course audio recordings
of discussions made in the teachers' own classrooms. (JA)
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State !InIversity have jointly experimented with

tree use of various chorine strateeles to

fectlIfAte innovation in the schools. Earlier

ronOtr, A' +1111S0 connerAtIvo efforts arn
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Thn nurnnsn of the course WAS to 1mnrrve

intrur-tior in elnvieni.mry t'Irnunh

use 1-f corrntency-blsed traIntno mftnrUnts

("iriers) frty the rm.. Vect 11toratory for

nnd ^ev,,tonnt. (1)
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Mnstiorin^! Florlontmry Lgiv4)1. It was inginned
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(4) an element of MInicourse which served as

the textbook for the WSli_course. The objectirs

of the Mlnlcourse (Table I) were used to derive

the objectives of the WSU course. These objec-

tives were further annlyzed Into component

mthaviore: *Itch became the target performanco

standards for the course. The MinIcourse Intro-

ductory lesson and four instructional lessons

renuieed about 75-90 minutes on each of fifteen

school days distributed over the several weeks

of the WSt! course. Each instructional lesson

consisted of the followino activities:

1. The teacher reads the Handbook material
which presents the background research
and the rationale for the target behaviors
of that lesson.

?. rfther alone or with the class. the teacher
views the instructional film and completes
a nut? covering the Handbook and ftlm
material.

'3. 'Next, the teacher views a model lesson on
film, identtfies-target behaviors and
records these on a form provided In the
Handbook. Identifications are verified
or corrected during a replay of the same
model senuence.

4. The teacher prepares and conducts a ten
1 minute mIcrotenchlno lesson with n small
Igroup of pupils from her own class. This
Is video recorded and then renliyad twice
following instructions in the Handbook.

.r-



TABLE!

MinIcourse I Objectives and Skills

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE 1

Objective To enge teacher behavior (teaching techniques
and practices) in order to increase pupil
readiness to respond to discussion ques-
tions.

Skills Covered Asking question, pausing three to five seconds,
then calling on pupil.

Dealing with' incorrect answers In en accepting,
nonpunitive manner.

Calling on both volunteers and nonvolunteers
in order to keep all pupils alert and to
distribute participation.

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE 2

Objective

Skills Covered

To improve teacher skills so as to decrease the
'amount of teacher participation and increase
the amount of pupil participation.

Redirecting the same question to several pupils.
Framing questions that call for longer pupil

responses.
1. Asking for sets or groups of related facts

when formulating information-level questions.
2. Avoiding Yes or No replies.
Framing questions that require the pupil to use

higher cognitive processes.

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE 3

Objective

Skills Covered

To increase teacher use of probing techniques in
order to guide tho pupil to more complete
and thoughtful responses.

Prompting.

Seeking further clarification and pupil Insight.
Nfocusing the pupil's rr'sponse.

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE 4

Objective

Skills Covered

To reduce teacher behavior that Interferes with the
flow of the discussion.

(Thaw-vino the following rules:
I. Teacher should not repeat his own questions.
2. Teacher should not answer his owr *.:nations.
3. Teacher should not repeat pupil answers.



S. It Is suggested that the third replay of
the retoach lesson be reviewed with a
colleague.' This step was considered
optional, but was completed by many
participants.

In brief, each lesson consisted of a three-

phase sequence: instruction, practice, and

feedback.

Initially, Walla Walla central office

personnel conducted a general session on the

Mintoourse at each participating elementary

school. This session provided information to

help teachers decide whether to sign up for

the course and to begin tho orientation of

those who would enroll. The film Introduction

to the course provided en overview of the

objectives and approach of the course. A total

of 45 teachers from four elementary schooli

were enrolled in the two sections of the course.

All participants were registered for one

semester credit. The course was taught by a

regular faculty member of the WSJ Department of

Education.

Ceneral sessions were conducted in each

school to provide teachers background informa-

tion on questioning strategies and on the

mlnicourse. Instructional and modal lesson

-5-



films were available on Schedule at each partici-

pating school. Teachers viewed these either .

individually or In groups. Microteaching was

conducted most satisfactorily In a room where

Gnuipment could remain set up end ready for

operation. Each participant planned the micro-

teach session and conducted tt with his or her

own pupils, who, by the way, were generally very

willing to participate.

The instructor conducted the dotterel

sessions and made phone contact with the schools

periodically to answer any questions which arose.

Generally, the sequence of activities for the

minlcourse proceeded as °twined and there were

few nuestions. '1inor difficulties were encountered

In following the sections of the Itmndbook and

In the mechanics of schedullne rooms, equipment,

metertals end pupils. The course concluded

with m qemerel session and evaluation.

Evaluation of Course Participants' Performance

Research studies of the Far West Laboratories

have established that when teachers follow the

prescribed Instructional sequence, the target

behaviors are attained at a satisfnctory levet,

and theSe are retained over a considerable period

-6-



of time without appreciable loss 0). Because 10

of this research evidence, major evaluation of

the course work of individual participants was

based upon a record of the completion of the

prescribed sequence of activities. Scheduling

charts of the component activities, certification

of completion by the building principal and sub-

mission of the completed Handbook were used as

evidence of completion of the course. All but

two of the 45 reoistranfis completed the course.

Individual accomplishments were discussed with

the instructor during the final class session,

and all participants completed a form evaluating

their own growth and their attitude toward the

experience.

Fveluatton of the. minicourse Prog rim

Nit() apart from course grades, an evalua-

tion was made of the effectiveness of the mini

course program. This chase of tho evaluation

was undertaken hV a corner son of pre- anti

nest - course nuelo rncordinns of discussions

made tm the tenchnrs' own classroors. The

Win Walla District staff agreed to nrrmnoe for

and obtain recoretncs from a random sample of

teachers expressing an interest in the course.

-7-
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A tote! of 54 pre -tapes and post-tepes were

obtained; these were coded and scrambled in the

'Walla Walla District before being sent to

Washington State University for scoring.

Scorers on the campus had no knowledge of

names of teachers, schools, or Whether tapes

were pre- or post-coIrse samples. -Procedures '

for scoring the tapes were patterned after

those used at the Far West Laboratory.

Instructions for scoring were obtained fitom

the Laboratory, along with transcripts of

classroom discussions from their files.

These scripts were scored by the course

Instructor for occurrence of specific teacher

skills covered in Mini course I and were returned

to the Laboratory for checking. In this way,

scoring procedures at Washington State Univer-

sity were standardized with those at the

Laboratory. A teem of scorers at Washington

State University was trained until they

reached an acceptahle level of Interrater

reliability.

In ttie process of scoring the 54 tapes,

it was discovered +hat m number of tapes had

to he eliminated becaule of inadenuate lenelth,

:noor rncordinn quality or other nonstandard

oe'
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conditions. The data reported here are based

on a set of matched pre- and post-tapes for

thirteen of the forty-three teachers who corn -

plated the course. Each tape was scored for

occurrence of nine behaviors which were expected

to change as a result of teachei participation

in minicourse I.

Results from Analysis of Pre- and Post-Course

TAPPs.

Resulis of the analysis of pre- and post-

course tapes are presented In Table 2. Partici-

pants made the expected changes in their behavior

on all but one of the nine measures. To pro-

vide an added dimension for evaluation, results

from coo of the Far West Laboratory field tests

(6) are also presented in the Table. Direct

comnerison can he made on four measures:

percentage of teacher talk, lennth of pupil

response, number of one word pupil responses,

And percnntaneof questions that call for

higher coonitive pupil resnonses. Measures

stated in terms of the "number of times" a

hehnvlor occurred are not directly comnarahie

hr cause of A five minute difference in lennth

of the standard trine sample. Nevertheless,

insnection shows changes in the same direction

-el-
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TABLE 2

1

ComparisOn of Pre- and Post-minimum, Tapes 1

S. 111 we lo 6. 6 1 6 t 6.6.

..

Far West Laboratory
Walls Walla Teachers Field Test Teachers

Rehavior Compared
Pre -tape .tpst-tape Pro --tape Post-tape
Mean %Ian Mean Meana .......w-_- 0 O.B. . OMNI. .01

I. Percentage of discussion 43.8 24.8 51.6 27.8
time taken by teacher talk

2. Number of times teacher 24.7 31.2 2C.7 40.9
used redirection

3. Number of times teacher used 6.7 6.3 8.3' 13.9'
probing

4. Number of times teaher .3 .1 13.7 4.7
repeated own questions

.

5. Number of times teacher 4.1 I.n
'r

30.7 4.4
repeated pup!! answers

6. Number of times tnnelnr 1.2
answered own questions

7. Length of pupil responses
in words (based on five-
minute samples of pre-
und post-tapes1

8. Number of one word pupil
responses (based on five-
minute samples of pro- ane
nost-tspes)

5

11.6 I3.1

4.6 .7

5.6 11.8

7.0 5.1 9.8 2.6

9. Percentage of total questions 43.3
ceiling for hlohnr cognitivi
Pupil responses

.1.11n VIP.. wr OW.

65.3 37.3 52.0

rIless otherwise noted, the Walla data are based on class discussions
annroximately 15 minutes in length; the Far West Laboratory data are based on
twenty-minute discussions.

*Represents a total of "prompting and further clarification" in Far West Labora-
tory data.
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and of slmitar.magnitude as those in the Far 001

West Laboratory field test.,

It Is evident that the entry level perfor-

mance of We Walla teachers was farther'In

the desired direction on.all of the measures

vile are directly comparable, except the number

of one word responses in a 3 minutes sample.

It Is possible that this higher entry/level was

due to previous change efforts mentioned above.

At any rate, gains had to be registered from

a more advanced initial level. Nevertheless,

Waite Walla post -tare scores exceeded the

Laboratory's field test scores on all directly

comparable scores but the number of one word

responses. One explanation of these differences

is t:lat the Walla Walla teachers used tne

final, nolinhed version of Minicourse 1, whereas

the Far West Laboratory teachers used an early

developmental version.

A brief examination of each of the nine

measures affords some additional appra!sai of

teachers' attainment of the course objectives.

I. Percentage of discussion time taken by

teacher talk showed the largest percentage gain.

This measure is perhaps the single most signifi-

cant one since It reflects the results of many



of the course objectives which are Intended to

give "air time" to pupils rather than the

teacher. The post-tape score Is slightly

better than that of the Far West Laboratory

sample.

2. Redirection occurs when a teacher calls

upon different pupils to respond to the same

question. If the teacher asks a questions a'

pupil responds, and then the teacher redirects

the same question to three other pupils, this

is scored as three occurrences of redirection.

Redirection allows pupils to "carry the hall"

In discussion. It Is a technique which comes

through clearly In the Inicourse lessons. The

increase in the use of this technique was

approximately the same for Walla Walla as the

Laboratory sample, although the total scores

were lower.

3. One difference In avoroach to the scoring

of the Walla Walla tanes was that instances of

Promo-firm and asklnq for further clarification

wore tallied toqether as °nrobino." The reason

for comhinine them is that both assess the

extent to which teacher questions pursue more

complete answers from nupils. Rrohino occurs

when the teacher asks a question, the student



..responds, and then the teacher asks the same

student another question (the "probe") to elicit

a morn comniete, thoughtful response. This

was the only measure which did not show move-

motif in the direction of course !toe's. This

ohjr?ctivr, may be one for which some additional

followun would he productive. The Coordinators

Handpnqk for the 41nicourse contains suggestions

for such a program.

4, I, 6. The so-called "noontive behaviors,"

which tend to Increase teacher domination of

dIscusslPn time, occurred at a low level In 'the

pre-tapes. Evqn though reductions of these

practices were small, the very low scores of

WallaWalla teachers are quite in harmony with

courso objectives. It is worth noting that

the common trait of repeating a pupil answer

was rlducnd to ono-fourth of its pre-course

level.

7, °. Thl length of nuoll responsfi and the

num')er of ono word answers nre mensures which

rnftnct most directly thn pus1.11.growth resulting

from :..ours. The "i l'!Turs recognizes

that part of the trainin of teachers is the

traininn of pupils to r spend to the new teacher

hohavinrs. When answers am lonlar pupils

-13-



are likely to he grapplinc with significant

. problems at higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy

of cognitive objectives (7). Predicted

changes did occur In these measures.

9. Percentage of higher cognitive questions

was nreater for the Walla Walla sample than

for the Laboratory sample on both the pre-tape

and nost-tane. it is difficult to analyze

lust what influences were at work here. Per-

haps previous district programs are reflected.

It is gratifying to recognize the potentiality

this measure may imply for the quality of

discussion In the classrooms of these partici-

pants.

Tenchnr Peertion to the Course

Trachnr response to minicourse I as

refloctnd in the concluding questionnaire, was

ovorwhelminply favorAhtn. "!Inety-seven per-

cent of the forty resnondants considerld it

either An ",.xceifert" (tin's) or "TIN.'" (37.1%)

experionom. Thnv considorod thn most \mil/Able

le?.rrinn-: to !,0!. tho .flIf-nvntuation-correction

Afforde0 by the microteachinq and thn practice

of nunstioning strltarltne,. c'orty-two nercont

Of the rnspondnnts rnnored usinn nil of the

-14.-



skills in their classroom at the conclusion

of the course. Seventy-three percent reported

that they noticed changes in pupil behavior

which they could attribute to the minlcourse.

Furthermore, the teachers considered the course

more valuable than their previous Inservice

training (31), extension courses (794,), or

on-campus education coursis (714). Seventy-

three percent reported that they would be

interested in earticipatIno in other such

mlnicourses. Another twenty percent would

participate under certain altered conditions,

for example, If the course were offered

earlier In the year. Such endorsement indi-

cates that this particular use of the Far West

Laboratory "inicourso was addressinn skills

teachers felt to be Important.

In summary, the nrenonderance of indi-

cations is tnat the use of the Far West

Laboratory ,!inicourse, Cf.fgctiveOunstInnina:

Elementary Level In the Washington State

University neneral Extension class did in

fact contribute significantly to the imorovo-

ment of the tochninues nosed as objectives

for the course. 'Comewhat less directly, and

by imnlication, it contrihutod to the. nerfor-

-15-
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mance of elementary pupils in those classrooms.

A competency-based apnroach to ingervice

traininq was found to ho effective in skills

which can he identified, modeled, and practiced

with appronriate feedback. kbreover, this

anpronch was hiehly accoptahle to teachers

undr the conditions of this course. Haying

Instructional materials readily available and

being able to practice skills in the school

with one's own pupils were evidently factors

which enabled a significant percentage of each

bulidlno faculty to participate. Parely does

an Inservice pronram receive such enthusiastic

response.

The course also identified now approaches

for university - school diStrIct cooperation.

The careful development and research behind

these materials enahies a high level of mastery

of the objoctives for a course with a minimum

of involvement of campus personnel. At a

time of growino interest in field-based instruc-

. tion, such inicourses offer a new possibility

for off - campus Instruction.


